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Getting to Know Some of the Characters: 
 
 

Hauvsal:  Hauvsal is one of the masters of the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  He is a Luminary 
and of the elevated stations.  With the use of the rays of sun, Hauvsal has the ability to 
interpret truths  When he and other Luminaries partner with one other, they are able to 
use certain incantations and motions in order to break through the extension of the 
present reality and see what is happening in another geographical area. 
 
Llealīan:  Llealīan is the son of Tamauthī.  His father was a practitioner of the esoteric 
with light.  Llealīan became bitter as a lad, wondering when his father would use this 
wondrous power of light to exercise authority beyond his palms, to prove what he was 
truly capable of extending beyond the confines of the four walls of their household.  The 
son of Tamauthī is from the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  He has a keen interest in Princess 
Eleyanra, the regal visitor from the Kingdom of Udharīa and the would be usurper of the 
(X)ūpraethī throne.  Llealīan is a Curator of Iridescence and one of the rebels of his 
kingdom-world who decide to support the Udharīan princess' endeavours.  The son of 
Tamauthī is quite inclined towards Eleyanra though she does not reciprocate his 
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affection.  He will confront his chastisement, but none shall face an admonishment as 
great as Princess Eleyanra. 
 
Naīphīel:  Naīphīel is of the People of the Stars and master of the same from the 

Kingdom of Udharīa.  He is a trusted Seeker of Light, also known as a Seer.  Naīphīel 

able to reach for a star, interpret its light and interrogate it for understanding of a simple 

matter or to attain a higher knowledge. He needed not to put forth much effort.  He only 

needed to command a star to present itself to serve its ordained purpose and present a 

query of which the nova could only oblige.  As a Seeker of Light, he also advises the 

Crown of matters which threaten the stability and future of the Kingdom of Udharīa. 

 

Tanauf:  Tanauf is a Seer or what the inhabitants of Udharīa which sits upon the 

firmament refer to as a Seeker of Light.  He too can access the stars and understand the 

present and interpret matters that most could only to certain extent.  He studied fervently 

but it was his experience that it was more feasible to solely recite something of his 

ancient knowledge that would command the star's presence before him. 

 

Aueneiss:  Aueneiss is Princess Eleyanra's brother, the son of Queen Raī and King 

Vhileum, and the heir-apparent to the throne of the Kingdom of Udharīa and the heir-

apparent to the throne.  Though younger in age, he understood politics, using his sister's 

death as a stepping stone to garner the respect of the king and queen-regents, Ganev and 

Muraeth.  Aueneiss also knew that blood alone would not secure his place upon the 

throne.  His mother and father were just pillars of the Udharīan Crown and it was the 

Seers who were aware that his character was questionable.  Tanauf, however, adhered to 

the strictures of the royal hierarchy and despite and subtle misgivings, would support 

Aueneiss wholeheartedly.  Yet the prince would prove himself to be more than a 

disappointment and it would be left primarily to Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraī to 

end the next impending threat to the peaceful rule of the kingdom-world.  

 

People of Light and Fire:  The People of Light and Fire are the general populace of the 
Kingdom of Udharīa.  The revered hierarchy which characterizes them is the ruling 
Crown, the advisors, the Luminaries, the Curators, of these sort are divided in two, the 
master and the apprentice.  There are also the guards, both of the field and of the royal 
palace as well as the warriors true. 
 
Star Guard:  These are the primary military defenders of the Crown and the Kingdom of 
Udharīa.  Some are considered the warriors elite.  Their primary purpose is to safeguard 
members of the Crown and the throne.  The stars respect them.  Their training is from 
an untold lineage in which their training assesses not only their abilities but the 
soundness of their hearts.  Though the firmament upon which the Kingdom of Udharīa 
sits does not judge, it will assess.  For those who betray the kingdom, the sanctity of the 
light would have their punishment meted and the Star Guard are not necessarily those 
appointed to implement it. 
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People of the Stars:  The People of the Stars of the inhabitants of the Kingdom of 
Udharīa.  Their world sits upon the firmament among the stars and above.  Though their 
kingdom is tangible the firmament is an expanse that exists between the ethereal and 
the seen.  Some say its existence predated the kingdom-world that rests upon it, yet it is 
the special foundation upon with this world and the People of the Stars live.  The 
hierarchy for the People of the Stars are the Crown, their trusted advisors and masters.  
These masters and sages are known as Seers or Seekers of Light.  They have a special 
relationship among and with the stars.  In order to protect this special realm, the Crown 
and certain areas initiated the Star Guard long ago.  They are warriors and at times, 
those of the special Udharīan circles teach its members, where physical combat, 
discipline and an intangible shield of the Udharīan tradition uphold the sanctity and 
foundation of this kingdom-world. 
 
Dusarīan:  Dusarīan is an advanced and senior member of the Luminary Succession of 
the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  He, like many others, inherited their inclination to control 
the many facets of the light of the sun.  However, one's heritage was not a guarantee 
that he or she would be able to exercise this privilege.  One's heart had to be sound, 
discipline heightened and intent aligned with the purpose of the light of truth.  This 
Luminary was one of the most powerful ones in advanced mastery and his discipline and 
patience were the primary variables that could prevent unnecessary death. 


